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a unique impact EVEN in very challenging conditions

Kigali, Rwanda The fact finding team for the feasibility study poses for a
picture at the office of the Vice Chancellor of the University of Rwanda

Schiphol, The Netherlands Schiphol Group's COO addressing participants
from all over Africa and beyond during the opening of day 3 of SIAA2020

Kigali, Rwanda February saw a guest lecture at the University of Rwanda to
to future aviators, a growing target group of the work of the ASPC-Rwanda

Toulouse, France ATR's flight safety director Christopher McGregor is
recording his presentation for SIAA2020

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia Willis Towers & Watson's Simon Knechtli signing the
four year partnership agreement with the Foundation

Hilversum, the Netherlands Speakers, director, technical crew and the
Foundation team in the studio, minutes before the sart of SIAA 2020 day 2

Focussing on three UN sustainable development goals

www.aviassist.org
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safety resources for the african aviation industry since 1995
international flows of goods and services.
Exports and tourism are severely affected
by disruption to international travel.
It has resulted for AviAssist in having
to cancel 9 planned events, with around
€21,000 in lost revenue.

Extensive adaptation and improvisation became a condition
for survival, also for AviAssist as a result of border closures.

2020 was a year like no other. The African
aviation industry has also been hit hard
by the COVID-19 pandemic and the
corona measures. The capacity offered by
the top 15 African airlines decreased by
76% in June. The pandemic has disrupted

At the same time, cost reduction
measures play a major role in the
recovery of the aviation industry. And
that's exactly where AviAssist can make
a significant contribution with your
support. It provides affordable access to
essential safety promotion & training.
Training enables African aviation
employers to interact with their
employees and keep them motivated.

This is an important component of
recovery plans drawn up across the
globe. AviAssist can work with clients
to maintain and expand the capacities
of employees. AviAssist and ASPCRwanda are therefore not discouraged
by the additional challenges that the
COVID-19 pandemic has brought us,
but are seizing these challenges to speed
up a piece of innovation and broaden
access to our work. In response to the
COVID-19 pandemic, digital delivery of
safety promotion and training has been
accelerated, including the organisation of
a world-class internet TV production of
the SIAA2020 conference, webinars and
a podcast.

In good times ......and bad times
AviAssist stands by its partners in
the good times but, also in this very
challenging year, we worked hard to
help you meet your marketing, PR and
corporate citizenship objectives.
The Foundation has made good progress
this year with strengthening its marketing
activities and your brand exposure.
This year saw the start of a dedicated
marketing team that is reaching out
to the African market in a much more
structural manner, responding to
customer’s needs. This happens across
four social media platforms, namely
LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram & Facebook.
We now have regular features on all our
channels highlighting our partners.
The cancellation of events has given
us the opportunity to design and
commission a new website & a new logo.

The website now displays the logos and a
hyperlink to the websites of our partners.
The certificate of attendance to the
Safety in African Aviation conference in
October, to which the over 700 registered
participants were entitled, displayed the
logos of our partners under the heading
"Powered by".
Even in the few events we have run this
year, we make clear it is not just the
participants themselves or their employer
that is investing in their career but also
our partners. We work hard on having
a visual reminders of our partners in
the relevant events. We also offered our
partners an opportunity to broadcast
a TV grade commercial during the
commercial breaks in the four SIAA2020
episodes.
Each edition of our SafetyFocus
magazine carries the advertisements of

An example of partner visibility during with SIAA 2020
conference with an ATR aircraft in view in 2 episodes

our partners. The magazine goes to safety
professionals in 43 African countries
but also to Ministers of Transport &
Finance that play a crucial role in the
goodwill chain for new operators or
route expansion, demonstrating that our
partners are genuinely investing in the
professional communities they operate
in.

your impact and brand exposure
Your impact this year was that we
jointly brought events for which there
are currently no affordable alternatives
available in the region. The Foundation’s
high quality, cost-effective and crucial
safety events address curricula that are
topical. And we can only do that with

AviAssist Foundation

the crucial support of our partners and
sponsors.
Other than our partner's own social
media channels, our partnership quite
probably offers the biggest brand
exposure to our partners in the highest
number of African countries. Our

channels offer major brand exposure
in the important markets of Angola,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Namibia,
Mozambique, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda
and Zambia where we have the strongest
exposure of your brand and ours to safety
professionals and decision makers.
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celebrating
10 years of safetyfocus
worldclass safety promotion that is not limited by the
bandwidth of your internet connection

2
SafetyFocus
Magazine

Edition 33 - 2020
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deliverables this year with your partnership
Safet y in african aviation 2020 as online broadcast

Hilversum, The Netherlands The Foundation broadcast the 7th
edition of SIAA from the TATA studio, Studio Huyz

A silver lining to the COVID-19 pandemic
is that we can have a much greater impact
with online events than with physical
courses alone. Also, attending online
events are all of a sudden very acceptable.
The Foundation redesigned the 7th
edition of its Safety in African Aviation
Event conference into the format of 4
afternoons of online talk shows. The
online conference took place in the last
quarter of 2020 on 14, 15, 21 & 22 October.
It was produced and broadcast live from

a professional studio in Hilversum. The
studio and its crew were made available to
the Foundation at a symbolic fee thanks
to the support of one of our partners. The
recordings thereof can be viewed at www.
siaa2020.com.
The online nature of it also led to a
significant increase in the number of
participants to the event. The previous 6
editions of the conference were attended
by around 60-70 safety professionals from
around Africa. For this online edition,
more than 700 participants registered.
The topics chosen connect closely to
the priorities as selected by the ICAO
Regional Aviation Safety Group – Africa.
A proven format from our studio partner
was chosen in which presentations were
no longer than seven minutes each. That
format meant that an impressive 24
presentations could be made over the four
afternoons, as opposed to around 15 in
previous on-site events.
The Foundation spent ample time to

work with the presenters on coming
to a final version that lived up to the
Foundation’s quality requirements. It
made for engaging and appreciated series
of events, very much akin to a professional
TV show. AviAssist received praise for the
events from all across the world, including
comments from long established
commercial conference organizers who
commented that the Foundation certainly
raised the bar for virtual events going
forward and that SIAA2020 was the best
virtual event they had attended in ages.
Some highlights from the post-event
survey are displayed below. An important
take-away point from the surveys was
that the episodes were too long. 99.4%
of participants would recommend
attendance to their colleagues.
Exploratory talks have also been held
with this studio about participation in
the ASPC-Rwanda to help build capacity
in the field of high-quality online class
productions there.

Meeting objec tives
With our programs, we assist with
your brand exposure in the African
market. We work hand in hand with
you to meeting social responsibility,
marketing and PR objectives. Our work
enables community involvement and
development, as we develop partnerships
with local universities and research
institutes to contribute to scientific
innovation, technological development,
skills and employment.
We work hard at improving the quality
of safety education, in line with the UN
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)
number 4.
We work on pragmatic, not academic,
solutions to safety challenges. We actively
encourage participation of female
professionals in our events and through
our input in various 'Women in Aviation'
platforms to assist with SDG number 5.

AviAssist Foundation
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Samples of your brand exposure in africa

A sample certificate from the Safety in African Aviation conference to which all 700 registered participants would be entitled with partner logos clearly displayed
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Samples from AviAssist events and activities, visibly displaying the support of our partners across all channels
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safet yfocus maga zine - towards blended delivery
The AviAssist Foundation’s flagship magazine is a crucial safety
promotion tool for the African region. It is celebrating its tenth
anniversary this year. In 2020, it was delivered to over 1.250
professionals and into 43 African countries.

Covers of the 2020 editions of SafetyFocus magazine as a unique vehicle for safety promotion
and brand exposure across 43 African countries, produced with support of our partners

We are changing the way we deliver SafetyFocus and are making
the transition to blended delivery. The magazine is accessible
through our website and will continue to be posted to crucial
professionals and stakeholders in hard copy. That approach is in
line with our aims to promote more sustainable ways of service
delivery. It also assists in reducing our operational costs which
is even more important with the financial pressures resulting
from the COVID-19 pandemic. At the same time, it means we
can continue to deliver the quality of services that our customers
have gotten used to.
The topics in this year’s editions included:
• Going beyond compliance
• Cabin safety
• Incident & accident reports
• Safety culture
• Aircraft loading
• Ground operations
• 4Cs of 21st century training
• COVID-19 recovery

Important steps towards aviassist safet y promotion centre - rwanda opening
groups for those priorities. It also details the organisational
development framework needed to make the centre viable and
self-financing.
Two new student-assistants will join our ranks early 2021. The
recruitment will be done from among transport engineering
students at the University of Rwanda. The University will be
closely involved in the selection process.
Kigali, Rwanda The home of the ASPC-Rwanda at the

University of Rwanda College of Sciences & Technology

The Foundation managed to complete some important
milestones with the set up of its first AviAssist Safety Promotion
Centre (ASPC), even in this very challenging year.
One of the important works that was completed early December
was a feasibility study. The study determines the safety
promotion priorities of the ASPC-Rwanda as well as the target

Our current trainee is foreseen to be moving on to the position
of organisational assistant at the ASPC-Rwanda.
But perhaps the biggest milestone in 2020 was the opening of
the ASPC-Rwanda office at the University of Rwanda, College
of Science & Technology at the end of November. A photo of
the entrance to the ASPC-Rwanda features on the front of this
report. The report is available to partners on request.

building safet y research capabilities for african aviation
The ASPC has 3 pillars: Learn, research & experience.
Most data used in the African aviation industry to feed
decisions on risk management is data coming from other
continents. Overall, poor homegrown data and data analysis
hurts the ability of our African industry to set priorities and
make informed investment decisions. Data is the first, crucial
step to come to better informed decisions. You can then shape
the actions you want to take as an operator to reduce your risks
and thereby your costs with the help of such data. The changes
to procedures, policy making, budgeting and investment
decisions can then be made on the basis of data. Very little
aviation safety research is conducted in Africa and AviAssist
will change that.
One of the ways in which AviAssist is boosting safety research is
with the student safety research competition. A second edition
was held in 2020 with our partner the Aviation Academy of
the Amsterdam University of Applied Science and its affiliated

AviAssist Foundation

ATAERA network of aviation universities. This edition focussed
on the topic of Multinational Cockpit Crews. The competition
consisted of a series of webinars by leading experts from around
the globe and desk research. A next edition is foreseen for 2022.
The winning team of the next edition will be shadowed while in
Rwanda by a team of 4 students, drawn from the University of
Rwanda (UR) and the University of Tourism, Technology and
Business Studies (UTB) from Rwanda.

Building safety research capabilities to
underpin safety promotion
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We care about
your safety.
Royal Schiphol Group already knows it for over 100 years:
safety is aviation’s main condition. That is why we work
very hard at all our airports to ensure our passengers,
visitors and employees a safe environment. We will never
stop doing this, because a safe environment is never
finished. Therefore, we are a proud partner of the
AviAssist Foundation in making the aviation industry
even safer.
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focus on sustainability
At the Foundation, we aim to contribute
to sustainablity in various ways.
We work hard on sustaining the
changed attitudes to produce safety
improvements. For that, we go well
beyond knowledge transfer in a course
to achieve sustainability.
We support the understanding,
application and attitude changes that are required to move from
knowledge transfer to cultural changes in the organisations we
support with our after course support.
All learners in our events receive a free subscription to Africa's
only aviation safety promotion magazine - the quarterly
SafetyFocus magazine. This helps them in getting exposed to
world class safety promotion on a regular basis and also beyond

their direct daily jobs, to help them create an appreciation of
safety in the whole aviation domain.
We work hard to meet our and your responsibilities for a more
sustainable aviation sector. AviAssist contributes to a reduced
carbon footprint. It does that by offsetting at least half of the
carbon footprint of its travels with “Trees for All” and by
supporting windfarms through the Norwegian organisation
CHOOOSE. We provide local access to affordable training to
our clients in their countries or the region, reducing the need
for intercontinental travel.
We delivered our conference as a virtual event, negating the
need for international travel. We are now working on increased
blended delivery of our safety promotion from 2021 onwards,
increasing access and impact while at the same time reducing
the need for travel.

continuous improvement
There is always room for improvement in a relationship and
in the way the Foundation ensures maximum return on
investment for its customers, partners and sponsors.

Also, a formal quality assurance committee and student
assistant will be put in place in 2021 to strengthen continuous
improvement of our work.

As part of our continuous improvement, we will be
strengthening of our sales capabilities in 2021. There is
nowadays a market in Africa for our services with companies,
organisations and individuals able and willing to pay our
modest course fees. The Foundation is keen to grow its revenue
from Africa. That currently makes up around 15% of our annual
budget. Part of that growth will be to get in tune with payment
methods available to African professinoals
In 2021, the Foundation will also start working with a leading
African payment service provider. The aim will be to look at
accepting payments online with all currencies and payment
methods, including all major cards, mobile money, and
e-wallets.

Steps to prepare the Foundation for external auditing are being
prepared. Our first focus will be certification by the Netherlands
Central Board for Short Professional Training (CRKBO).
From there, we are then better prepared to align our work with
broader standards and prepare for other external audits.

A human resource management policy will be adopted to
further guidance the expansion of the Foundation.

About aviassist

We have been leading, building and supporting effective and
affordable safety promotion to the African aviation industry
since 1995 - a quarter of a century. We keep our safety
promotion affordable by deploying practising volunteer
facilitators. These expert come from organisations that are
supervised by European aviation safety oversight bodies. Our
volunteers are fueled by a passion for safety, not by financial
gain.
We provide impartial expert safety guidance and resources to
Africa's aviation industry. We do that through training courses,
social media and Africa's only dedicated safety promotion
magazine - SafetyFocus. On top of that, our Safety in African
Aviation conference provides Africa's only neutral ground for
competitors and regulators to meet and address safety issues.
We work on pragmatic, not academic, solutions to safety
challenges. The list of our supporters and clients, many of them
well established brands in the industry, is testimony to the
worldwide respect that the Foundation has earned for its safety
promotion and its effectiveness in bridging cultural and political

AviAssist Foundation

The partners shall continue to work on increasing the awareness
and engagement of their own staff of the work that they support.
That way, their staff gets to better appreciate the investments
that their employer makes in the professional communities that
they are active in or want to become active in.
We remain committed to promoting awareness of your support
among your staff. That may lead to more ambassadors for your
social responsibility agendas as well as for the work of the
Foundation.

differences.
Our track record of 25 years has equipped the AviAssist
Foundation with intricate knowledge of African aviation issues.
It also means our courses and events make a good connection to
the educational background of your learners.
The partnership with Studio Huyz - TATA also enabled the
production of a short corporate video of just under two
minutes. The video gives a brief introduction to the world of
AviAssist and can be seen on our YouTube channel - www.
youtube.com/aviassistfoundation
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safety in african aviation

2020

siaa

Day 1 - 14 October 2020

africa's aviation safety Conference
The AviAssist Foundation
has been providing safety
resources for the African
aviation industy since 1995.

12:50-16:00 Kigali time (Central African Time)
12.50

Tune in and get settled with afrobeat dJ emsiflybokoe

13.00

Welcome & introduction Tom Kok, Director AviAssist Foundation
Keynote address Yvonne Makolo - Manzi, Chief Executive Officer, RwandAir

www.aviassist.org

african aviation news update by Alan Peaford
Crew resource management - one size fits all?
Capt. Mary Mukulu Kai
human factors - different continent, different humans?
Frank Klap

Opening keynote address by
RwandAir CEO Yvonne Makolo

safety management system & advancing safety cultures
Hassan Shahidi, CEO Flight Safety Foundation
13.45

Question & answer session with online questions from participants in africa
Panel members: Chamsou Andjorin (Boeing), Frank Klap (Plane Language), Geraud de Rivals Mazères (ATR), Chitalu Kabalika (Proflight - Zambia)

14.05

Coffee break

14.10

Quiz with great prizes - shipped by courier to the winners
Sponsored by

14.35

using data for safety promotion
Bruce Mukabi, safety manager Safarilink, Kenya
flight dispatch - adapting to african operations
Christopther McGregor, head of flight safety, aircraft manufacturer ATR
ground handling - raising safety standards our way
Jonathan Lewis, Managing Director, NAC2000, Zambia

15.05

Question & answer session with online questions from participants in africa

15.25

aviators from africa - my way into aviation Captain Chanda Katongo - Proflight Zambia
Closing keynote remarks , Alex Avedi, Chief Executive Officer, Safarilink, Kenya
end of BroadCasT

15.30
15.35
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safety in african aviation

2020

siaa

Day 2 - 15 October 2020

africa's aviation safety Conference
The AviAssist Foundation
has been providing safety
resources for the African
aviation industy since 1995.

12:50-15:35 Kigali time (Central African Time)
12.50

Tune in and get settled with afrobeat dJ -austin-J

13.00

Welcome & introduction Tom Kok, Director AviAssist Foundation

Prog
ram

Day
2

Keynote address Capt. Gilbert Kibe, Director General Kenya Civil Aviation Authority
african aviation news update by Alan Peaford

www.aviassist.org

aviation mental health - are peer assistance networks the way to go?
Dr. Lucas van Gerwen, aviation psychologist, Worldclass support
aviation mental health - dealing with stress(ful times)
Capt. Ivana Alvarez - Marshall
aviation data management & raising safety standards
Edward Jumi, Global Aviation Data Management, IATA
Opening keynote address by
Gilbert Kibe - DG Kenya CAA

13.45

Question & answer session with online questions from participants in africa
Panel members: Dr. Lucas van Gerwern, Adrian Young (to70), Geraud de Rivals - Mazères (ATR),
Chamsou Andjorin (Boeing), Ties van Zanten (Manager aviation safety, Netherlands MinInfra)

14.05

Coffee break

14.10

Quiz with great prizes - including star of africa watch (valued at us$175)
Sponsored by

14.35

meeting challenges on safety data collection and processing
Mark Millam, Director Technical Programs, Flight Safety Foundation
The restart plan: Key factors to consider in operations
Lara Yusuff, TEASAS Aviation Training Academy (TATA)
human factors and aircraft maintenance - beyond the dirty dozen
Felicity Argent, TEASAS Aviation Training Academy (TATA)

15.05

Question & answer session with online questions from participants in africa

15.25

aviators from africa - my way into aviation Akinremi Soyoye, Aviation maintenance engineer & instructor
Closing keynote remarks , Allan Kilavuka, Chief Executive Officer, Kenya Airways

15.30
15.35

AviAssist Foundation

end of BroadCasT
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safety in african aviation

siaa

2020

Day 3 - 21 October 2020
12:50-15:35 Kigali time (Central African Time)

africa's aviation safety Conference
The AviAssist Foundation
has been providing safety
resources for the African
aviation industy since 1995.
www.aviassist.org

12.50

Tune in and get settled with afrobeat dJ-austin-J

13.00

Welcome & introduction Tom Kok, Director AviAssist Foundation

Program

Day 3

Keynote address Birgit Otto, Chief Operating Officer, Amsterdam Airport Schiphol
african aviation news update by Alan Peaford
Crew resource management - working with multinational crews
Capt. David de Jong, CRM-intercultural trainer - Captainconsulting
safety opportunities in post Corona pandemic recovery
Hellen Ndichu, safety director, RwandAir

Opening keynote address by
Birgit Otto - COO
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

Lessons from sms implementation in africa's air navigation services providers
boni Dibate, Director Africa, Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation (CANSO)
13.45
14.05

Question & answer session with online questions from participants in africa
Panel members: boni Dibate (CANSO), Jules Kneepkens (TATA), Ayomide A. Jide Omole (Leiden
University), Hellen Ndichu (RwandAir), Jasper Daams (Schiphol Group)
Coffee break

14.10

Quiz with great prizes - including star of africa watch (valued at us$175)
Sponsored by

14.35

state safety programs - lower level events & iCao high risk Categories
Hazel Courteney, TEASAS Aviation Training Academy (TATA)
ground operations safety - career paths to help build & sustain safety cultures
Emma Bwire, QHSE & Training Manager - Swissport Kenya
helicopter operations and a family feeling about safety - lessons learned
André Coetzee, CEO, Henley Air
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15.05

Question & answer session with online questions from participants in africa

15.25
15.30

aviators from africa - my way into aviation
Nnanna-Ibemgbo Kate - Air Traffic Controller & inspector
Closing keynote remarks Silas Udahemuka, Director General, Rwanda Civil Aviation Authority

15.35

end of BroadCasT

AviAssist Foundation

A million reason$ to ﬂy ATR.

That’s why we’re

the Regional Leader.

#ATRLeads
Choosing ATR’s solutions generates $1 million of savings annually,
per aircraft, compared to their direct competitors. This explains the vast
success of the program and its leadership in terms of orders, deliveries,
backlog, operator base, investor’s opinion and residual value retention.
AviAssist Foundation

atr-aircraft.com
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safety in african aviation

2020

siaa

Day 4 - 22 October 2020

africa's aviation safety Conference

The AviAssist Foundation
has been providing safety
resources for the African
aviation industy since 1995.

12:50-16:00 Kigali time (Central African Time)
12.50

Tune in and get settled with afrobeat dJ emsiflybokoe

13.00

Welcome & introduction Tom Kok, Director AviAssist Foundation

Program

Day 4

Keynote address Simon Hocquard, Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation (CANSO)
african aviation news update by Alan Peaford

www.aviassist.org

of airport safeguarding, airspace protection and obstacle surveys
Keith Tonkin, Aviation Projects (Australia)
pilot training & safety - compliance or competency?
Philippe Borghini, general manager, WECAIR
safety data, safety excellence & aviation insurance
Simon Knechtli, managing director Aerospace, Willis Towers and Watson
Opening keynote address by
Simon Hocquard - DG CANSO

13.45
14.05

Question & answer session with online questions from participants in africa
Panel members: Jules Kneepkens (TATA), Ayomide A. Jide Omole (Leiden University)
Coffee break

14.10

Quiz with great prizes - including star of africa watch (valued at us$175)
Sponsored by

14.35

runway safety Teams - getting beyond the initial enthousiasm
Harriet Angetile, Manager Safety, Health, Environment & Quality, Zambia Airports Corporation
ground operations safety in remote airfields
Daniel Wanjala, United Nations mission to Mali (MINUSMA)
a birdseye view of airport wildlife management
Gloria Bitebekezi, Uganda Civil Aviation Authority (t.b.c)

15.05

Question & answer session with online questions from participants in africa

15.25

setting an example - stories from the cockpit - Capt. Obet Mazinyi

15.40

Keeping the wing happy
Frank van Houten - Dutch Rush Aerobatics pilot and Captain Global 6000 at NetJets
african aviation safety, like really? - Eddie Kadi, British Congolese comedian

15:55
16.10

end of BroadCasT

Dutch Rush Aerobatics
Pilot Frank van Houten
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AviAssist Foundation

African comedy with
Eddie Kadi

Global Aerospace:
Talent, technical expertise
and innovation
The dynamic formula that drives
business performance
Find out more at:
willistowerswatson.com/solutions/aerospace-and-space

willistowerswatson.com
FPS986
AviAssist

Foundation
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flight | Operations
The AviAssist Foundation would like to give special recognition to our partners & friends. We value their
partnership, custom and support as part of our commitment to safety promotion in Africa. Without their
support, the Foundation's mission of inspiring and promoting professionalism in African aviation safety
would simply not be possible.

Ministry of Infrastructure & the Environment
The Netherlands

Stand

out

from the crowd

Time after time working with non-profits is seen breaking in on official routine, finding fresh
channels for service, getting things done that would initially not be possible for pay
14
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